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FACTS ABOUT LINKEDIN

INTELUS AGENCY

Studies show that 80% of B2B leads come from

LinkedIn, and 94% of B2B marketers use LinkedIn to

distribute content. Great content on LinkedIn can

lead B2B decision makers back to your site, too. 

On average, 46% percent of social media traffic

coming to B2B company sites is from LinkedIn.

50% of LinkedIn members report they are more

likely to buy from a company they engage with on

LinkedIn.
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LINKEDIN INMAIL VS EMAIL
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LinkedIn InMailEmail

Bounce Rate

Unsubscribe

Open Rate

CTR

0.6%

0.3%

21.6%

2.6%

0%

0.1%

57.6%

3.6%
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KEY LINKEDIN FEATURES
FOR REVENUE GENERATION

LINKEDIN SALES NAVIGATOR

Quicker access to key decision makers

A more clear understanding of the organizational

structure

Direct communication approach via InMails and

connection requests

Access to additional contact information such as

email and phone number after the lead accepts the

connection request.
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LinkedIn account maps offer the most direct path to key

decision makers of any other social platform. This

comes as a great benefit to organizations that take an

account based marketing approach to building their

sales pipelines.

LINKEDIN ACCOUNT MAPS
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The LinkedIn newsfeed is one of the most powerful ways

that organizations build brand awareness, drive

website traffic, and generate inbound leads. 

LINKEDIN NEWSFEED
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B2B LINKEDIN CASE STUDY

Based on data from LinkedIn, Adobe's program

showed the following impact in 2018: 42% of

closed-won deals were influenced by marketing

on LinkedIn while 55% of closed-won deals were

influenced by sales, powered by Sales Navigator.

LinkedIn's data also revealed that deals influenced

by LinkedIn were 161% bigger on average than

those that were not.

INTELUS AGENCY
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ADOBE LEVERAGES SALES NAVIGATOR
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Sage accounting software generated over

700,000 impressions with earned media from

organic sharing increasing its reach by more than

20%. It then translated this engagement into 4x the

number of leads targeted by Sage, at a cost per

lead (CPL) that was less than a fifth of that

achieved previously.

INTELUS AGENCY
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SAGE LEVERAGES LINKEDIN ADS &
ORGANIC CONTENT SHARING
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B2B LINKEDIN CASE STUDY



 

In one year, ADP Company Page followers

doubled to 85,000, and company Page

impressions increased from 300/month to 1.3

million/month. Non-employee followers of ADP

LinkedIn Company Page are now 70 percent of

the audience, and LinkedIn is the number-one

social reference back to ADP.com.

INTELUS AGENCY
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ADP LEVERAGE LINKEDIN PAGES &
THOUGHT LEADERSHIP CONTENT
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5 STEP PROCESS
FOR GETTING
STARTED WITH
LINKEDIN
MARKETING
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1. DEFINE THE ICP AND
BUYER PERSONAS
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Using historical customer data, and a process of ranking

their top customers, organizations can perform a cluster

analysis to group customers together based on

characteristics. Using this data, organizations can develop

an ideal customer profile and key personas to get a clear

understanding of the pain points each persona has within

the ideal customer profile. 

 

This data will prove useful for writing outreach scripts,

crafting newsfeed content, and other campaign assets

such as landing pages. 
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2. OPTIMIZE PAGES AND
PROFILES
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Using the ICP and buyer personas, organizations can go

through the process of optimizing the business page, and

each of the personal profiles of key executives and

leaders within the company. 

 

The trick is to tailor the messaging for each executive's

profile to speak to align with corresponding buyer

personas which fit the profile in which each executive

interacts with in order to move the sales process forward. 
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3. CRAFT OUTREACH
SCRIPTS AND LEAD LISTS
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Again, using the ICP and buyer personas as guidelines,

B2B companies can write outbound sales cadence scripts

at each stage of the sales funnel. Typical touch points

include outreach to 1st level connections who meet the ICP

and buyer persona criteria, personalized connection

requests and follow-up messages to 2nd level

connections, and InMails to 3rd level connections. 
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4. REACH OUT TO TARGET
AUDIENCE
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The value of reaching out to your target audience extends

far beyond the idea of generating leads through cold

outreach. Even for people who don’t convert through your

outreach, you can nurture them through targeted news

feed content to keep them engaged until they are ready

to take action. 

 

The icing on the cake is that for every new connection you

add, the higher your engagement can go on your

newsfeed posts, thus boosting views, traffic, and inbound

leads.  
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5. NURTURE LEADS WITH
NEWSFEED CONTENT
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Using the ICP and buyer personas to guide the content

strategy, organizations can develop a steady stream of

highly targeted thought leadership content for each of the

personal profiles, and branded content for the company

page to increase brand awareness, drive more traffic to

the website, and generate more leads and sales.  
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NEED HELP WITH YOUR
LINKEDIN MARKETING?
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At Intelus, we help organizations leverage LinkedIn to grow

revenue, become thought leaders in their industry, and

generate the best customers possible. 

 

VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR A FREE CONSULTATION

https://www.intelusagency.com/get-a-demo

